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We show that in the presence of a direct current the spectrum of the electromagnetic os
cillations of the intermediate state of a type I superconductor with unequal numbers of 
electrons and holes is such that Cerenkov radiation of vibrations of static inhomogeneities 
is possible. We calculate the resultant wave resistance. One of its characteristic features 
is its strong dependence on the type of inhomogeneity. If the inhomogeneities are periodic, 
the plot of the resistance against the current has a large number of maxima. If the metal is 
sufficiently pure, the wave resistance is appreciably larger than its normal value. 

THE volume of a type I superconductor in the in
termediate state is divided into a large number of 
alternating regions, occupied by the normal and the 
superconducting phase. Such a system has, in con
trast to a purely superconducting state, a finite de 
resistance. This is connected with the fact that the 
electrical current flowing through the intermediate 
state also flows in the normal regions. If the di
mensions of these regions are appreciably larger 
than the electron mean free path, the resistivity of 
the normal phase will be the same as that of the 
bulk normal metal. The resistance of the inter
mediate state is in that case the sum of the resis
tances of the normal regions. [1] 

If the electron mean free path is of the same 
order of magnitude as the dimensions of the normal 
regions, or larger than those, one should consider 
the influence of the scattering of the electrons by 
the boundaries between the phases. The resistance 
of the intermediate state can no longer, in general, 
be expressed in terms of the resistance of the bulk 
normal metal. An exception is the case when the 
temperature of the superconductor is small com
pared with the temperature of the superconducting 
transition when there is no magnetic field. We have 
shownf2l that owing to the specific character of the 
reflection of the electrons at the boundaries divid
ing the normal and the superconducting phase, the 
connection between the current and the electrical 
field in the normal layers is the same as in the 
bulk normal metal. The resistance of the inter
mediate state can be expressed in terms of the re
sistance of the normal metal. 

It is of interest to note that the results off2l re
main valid even when the dimensions of the sample 
are small compared with the electron mean free 

path. This fact is also closely connected with the 
character of the reflection of the electronic excita
tions at the dividing boundary between the phases. 
It was shown in f3l that all three components of the 
velocity of the excitation incident onto the boundary 
differ in sign from the corresponding velocity com
ponents of the reflected excitation. Because of this 
the excitation colliding with the surface of the sam
ple can only penetrate into the normal layer over a 
distance of the order of the thickness of the latter .n 
After the first collision with the phase boundaries 
they reverse the direction of their velocity and 
move again in the direction of the surface of the 
sample. However, most excitations do not collide 
at all with the surface. 

Another mechanism will, however, occur when 
the mean free path of the electrons is sufficiently 
large; it contributes to the resistance of the inter
mediate state of superconductors with unequal num
bers of electrons and holes. We are speaking here 
about the fact that weakly damped electromagnetic 
waves, which are similar to helicons in a normal 
metal in the intermediate state of such supercon
ductors, can be propagated.E4•5•2J We shall show 
below that when there is a direct electrical current 
present the spectrum of these waves is such that 
they can produce Cerenkov radiation at inhomo-

1 >we assume that the dimensions of the normal layers are 
not too large. It is necessary that the Lamor radius in the 
critical magnetic .field be larger for the majority of the elec
trons than the thickness of the normal layers. Otherwise an 
appreciable fraction of the electrons colliding with the sur
face of the sample will move without collisions with the 
phase boundaries and penetrate into the normal phase over 
distances of the order of the mean free path. 
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geneities. As a result, part of the energy of the 
current changes into the energy of the emitted 
waves and is subsequently dissipated. This also 
leads to an additional resistance. By analogy with 
a well-known effect in hydrodynamics (see[6]) we 
shall call this "wave" resistance. In contrast to 
the normal resistance the wave resistance does not 
vanish when the electron mean free path tends to 
infinity. It is thus the dominating one for suffi
ciently pure metals. 

Under conditions when the wave resistance is 
important, the character of the dependence of the 
electrical field on the current depends strongly on 
the spectrum of the inhomogeneities, i.e., on their 
distribution over the different wavelengths. In par
ticular, when there are periodic inhomogeneities, 
the current-voltage characteristic has a large 
number of resonance maxima. The occurrence of 
these maxima is connected with the fact that there 
is only a discrete set of wavelengths of the oscilla
tions (for a given propagation direction) which can 
be radiated from static inhomogeneities, while the 
values of these wavelengths depend on the magni
tude of the current. When the current is such that 
the period of the inhomogeneities coincides with 
one of the wavelengths of the oscillations, the 
Cerenkov radiation becomes particularly intense. 

1. UNPERTURBED SOLUTION 

We shall first calculate the normal resistance. 
We start from the general equations obtained in[1 J 
for the electrodynamics of the intermediate state, 
which are valid at temperatures well below the 
critical one and under conditions when all quanti
ties change little over distances of the order of the 
period of the structure: 

divB = 0, 

EH=O, 

18B 
rotE=--

c at' 
4n 

(HV)H = -[hH], 
c 

(1) * 
!HI= H cr, B = XnH, ha = era~ E~. 

~rn 

Here B is the magnetic induction, which is obtained 
as the result of the averaging of the magnetic field 
over a volume with dimensions large compared 
with the period of the layer structure, H the mag
netic field, E the average electrical field, Her the 
critical magnetic field, xn the concentration of the 
normal phase, and cra{3 the two-dimensional conduc
tivity tensor of the bulkmormal metal placed in a 
magnetic field H in the plane perpendicular to H. 
The indices a and {3 take on two values in this 
plane. 

*rot "' curl, [j H] "' j x H. 

We consider a plane-parallel plate of thickness 
a in an external magnetic field ::If at right angles to 
its plane. Let there be a current J flowing through 
the plate and we shall assume that J « cHcr· The 
magnetic field of the current is in that case small 
compared with Her and the electrical field causing 
the current may be considered to be a small per
turbation. Taking the z axis along the normal to the 
plate and recognizing that because of the symmetry 
of the problem all quantities depend only on the 
z coordinate, we get from (1) 

dHx 4nf1cr 
--;j;" = ~· ( cryxEx + cryyEy), 

dHy 4rrJ!cr , ( 2) ---a:;:- = - c ::;e ( cr xxE X + cr xyE y) . 

The quantities Ex and Ey are constant, since 
curl E = 0. The electrical current density j is de
fined as (c/ 47r) curl H. If the resulting current J is 
along the x axis, we get thus from (2) 

UyxEx + UyyEy = 0, 

E E .r;;e 
crxx X+ Uxy 1y = --1, 

ll cr a 

whence we easily find Ex(J) and Ey(J). 

( 3) 

We shall be interested in the case of a super
conductor with unequal numbers of holes and elec
trons under the condition that v « Q, where v is the 
collision frequency of the electrons and Q the cyclo
tron frequency in the critical magnetic field. It is 
well known[ 7 ] that in that case the tensor ua{3 can 
be written in the form u {3 = u< 0{3> + s {3 where 

CY CY CY' 

u~0~ =- u~~ = Nee/Her (N is the difference between 
the numl:ier of electrons and holes per unit volume, 
and e is the electron charge), u<o> = u<Ol = 0 s is 

· XX yy ' 0:{3 
a small extra term which is of the order of magni
tude of (vj[l)u<o>. Using (3) we find the resistance xy 

Pil = E,j l = Syyi1£Hcr / (Nec)2a, 

Pj_ = Ey I l = Je I Neca. 

We note that its dissipative part p 11 vanishes as 
v- 0. 

( 4) 

2. THE OSCILLATION SPECTRUM WHEN A CUR
RENT IS PRESENT 

To find the oscillation spectrum we must linear
ize Eqs. (1) relative to the unperturbed solution 
with a current. If we then assume ua{3 = u~~. i.e., 
neglect the damping, and use Eqs. (2) for the un
perturbed magnetic field, we get the following set 
of equations. 

dHit i 4nN e 4nN e --+ Mfl(kBo)H!t -Blz--Eot = ---Elt, 
dz m Je2 .'Je 
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dBtz --+ i(kBt) = 0, 
dz 

iw 
rotEt = --B1, 

c 

H~tHot EoHt Ef!Hot 
fltz = - ----- Et = --------

}] cr ' z H cr H cr ' 

Bt = XntHo + XnoHt, 

(5) 

where the quantities corresponding to the unper
turbed solution are indicated by the index zero and 
the small extra terms by the index 1, and where 
we have assumed that the latter have the form 
F(z) exp(ik · r- iwt) where k is a two-dimensional 
vector lying in the plane of the plate. The compon
ents of vectors tangential to the plane of the plate 
are indicated by an index t. 

For the following it is convenient to introduce 
combinations which are invariant under a rotation 
around the z axis: 

P = kH~, Q = [kH~t]z = kxHty - kyH!x, 

R = kE11- Blz(kEot) I Jt. 
(6) 

Using (5) we get then 

dQ i 4n1Ve---+- (kBo) Q + -- wB1z = 0,, 
dz iJe c:'Je 
dP i 4nNe 
dz + :Je (kBo)P + ---yeR = 0, 

dBtz i --+-- (kBo)BJz 
dz ,r:;e 

_L ix o {P [ (k. Ho) 2 + 1l + Q'~kHo) [kHotlz } = 0 
' n k2H 2 . k2H 2 ' 

cr - cr 

dR i -- + --(kBo)R 
dz ::;e 

(7) 

_ i ;; X { [kHotlz (kHo) p + ').[ 1 + [kHotlz2 J} = O 
c no k2H z \' k2H z . , 

cr cr 

where w = w- (c/:Je)kX Eotz· We note that notwith
standing the fact that we have assumed the electri
cal field E0 to be weak it is impossible to neglect 
the second term in the expression for w because of 
the presence of the factor k, which can be large 
compared to the reciprocal of the thickness of the 
plate. However, in the expressions in the braces 
in the last two Eqs. (7) we can substitute for H0 

the magnetic field in the absence of a current. 
Writing 

. z 

Q = Qexp {~ ~ (kBo)dz'} 
0 

(8) 

and similarly for the other quantities we find 

dP 4nNe ll = 0 
dz + :Je ' 

dR ~ :Je 
--i--Q=O. 
dz C Her 

(9) 

The set of equations written down here has the 
following four linearly independent solutions: 

iv:Je 
!Jfz = -H AnAneiA?.nz, 

A cr 

where n = 1, 2, 3, 4; 

vA.'Je fl =---A eiA'-nz 
4nNeA.n n • 

A-1 = -A.z = 1, A.3 = -A., = i; 

A= (4niNe~l/cHcr)'"; v = New/IN;wl. 

(10) 

The An are arbitrary constants. To determine 
them we must write down the boundary conditions 
at the surfaces of the plate, i.e., at z = ±a/2. These 
conditions consist in requiring that the normal 
components of the induction B and the tangential 
components of the field H are continuous. 

Outside the plate we can assume that the mag
netic field satisfies the equations 

div H<eJ = 0. curl H<eJ = 0, (11) 

since the parameter w / ck is vanishingly small in 
the range of frequencies of interest to us. We find 
thus for z > a/2 and z <- a/2 

(e) 
[kHft ]z = 0, 

where the upper sign refers to the region z > a/2, 
and the lower to the region z < -a/2. The continuity 
conditions can now be written down for z = ±a/2: 

Q = 0, kBtz+ iP = 0. (12) 

Writing now the sum of the solutions ( 1 0) we get a 
set of equations for the constants An: 

A1ei<P + Aze-i<P + Ase-<P + A,.e<P = 0, 

A 1 e-i<P + A2ei<P + Aae<P + A.e-<P = 0, 

where cp = Aa/2 and () =- iAHcr/k.Ye. From the con
dition that its determinant must vanish we find 

sin 2qJ sh 2<.p = (:Jek/ H cr A) (sh 2qJ cos 2qJ- ch 2qJ sin :?~p) 

If cp(k) is the positive root of Eq. (14), then the 
corresponding oscillation frequency is equal to 

(14) 

cHcr C [ E J (15) 
w = 'Jt I Ne I a2 qJz + :Je k o z· 

Introducing the "velocity" v = j/Ne, where j is 
the electrical current density, we can rewrite the 
last formula in the form 
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cHcr 
w = I I rp2 + vk, n Ne a2 

(16) 

which is formally the same as the formula for a 
Galilean transformation, since the first term in 
(16) is the oscillation frequency when there is no 
current. 

If ka « 1, the solution of (14) is q; = 7Tm/2 
(m = 0, 1, ... ) . It is clear from (16) that then in the 
case considered by us, when v « cHcr/Nea, the 
oscillation frequencies are practically unchanged 
when the current is turned on, and are equal to 

:It C~cr ( 
Wm = ----m2 (m = 1, 2, ... ). 17) 

4 INe la2 

An exception is the case m = 0. The corresponding 
frequency occurs only when there is a current 
present. 

We note that each of the branches (17) of the 
spectrum of the electromagnetic oscillations in the 
plate crosses the curves depicting the spectra of 
the sound and flexural oscillations. Near the inter
sections there is a strong interaction between the 
different types of oscillations. We arrive thus to 
the conclusion that there must exist coupled elec
tromagnetic-sound and electromagnetic-flexural 
oscillations. 

If ka » 1 we can write instead of (14) the sim
pler equation 

th2 cp = tg2 cp. (18) 

In contrast to the long wavelengths, in this case the 
oscillation frequencies depend strongly on the cur
rent. Moreover, for several k each of the frequen
cies tends to zero. This means that oscillations 
with these k can be emitted by static inhomogenei
ties of the plate. The maximum wavelength of the 
emitted oscillations is, as follows from (16) of the 
order of magnitude of A ~ aJ/cHcr « a. On the 
other hand, the condition A » d must be satisfied, 
where d is the period of the structure of the inter
mediate state, since otherwise the macroscopic 
equations used by us are inapplicable. The magni
tude of the current must thus satisfy the inequality 
J » cHcr(d/a). 

3. WAVE RESISTANCE 

In this section we evaluate the resistance con
nected with the above-mentioned Cerenkov radia
tion of electromagnetic waves. We assume here 
that the inhomogeneity at which this emission takes 
place is created by the roughness of the sides of 
the plate and we shall initially assume that the 
inhomogeneity is sinusoidal, i.e., that the equations 
giving the boundaries of the plate are: 

/2 + r r - ,<o) ·kr z = + a ,±, \:>± - \:>± e1 , (19) 

where k is a two-dimensional vector in the xy 
plane, and t± are the amplitudes of the displace
ments and satisfy the condition t « a. Such a per
turbation causes a periodic change in the structure 
of the intermediate state. It is clear from the re
sults of the preceding section that this change will 
be especially large when the magnitude of the cur
rent J through the plate is connected with the wave 
vector of the perturbation k by the relation 

cHcr 
J = lm = -~-'-~ (jlm2, 

na kx 
(20) 

where q;m is the m-th positive root of Eq. (18), kx 
the component of k along the direction of the cur
rent. In order that the condition cHcr » Jm 
» cHcrd/a be satisfied we must assume that 1/d 
» k » 1/a. 

To find the field distribution in the plate we must 
solve the set of equations 

dQ 4nN e ;;; 4.nH cr 4.nH cr - ~ - + ----;;;;--l11z=- --SaBnanBR- --w{n, sn] z l11z, 
dz o~ c c::Je c2.1£ 

dlJ1z ::Je 
---+i-P=O, 

dR 7u::;e (21) 
--i--Q=O 

dz Her dz ell cr ' 

where 

n = k I k, [ n, ;n] z = nxSyana - nySxa.na, 

;-;; = - dJe-! [kEotlz. 

This set differs from Eqs. (9) by the presence 
of small terms connected with the dissipative part 
of the conductivity Saf3· The necessity to take these 
into account is connected with the fact that other
wise the amplitude of the oscillations will become 
infinite when the conditions (20) of exact resonance 
are satisfied. Since the perturbation ( 19) is a static 
one, the frequency w is put equal to zero in Eqs. 
(21). The general solution of the set (21) is the sum 
of the following four linearly independent solutions: 

(22) 
iv ( 1 ) Az )} + l,n2 SaBna.nB - 4 Sa.a + 4.An · "fSaa , 
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where the notation is the same as in (10). We have 
not written out the expression for R, as it is not 
needed in the following. 

To determine the arbitrary constants An in the 
present case we have instead of the homogeneous 
conditions (12) at z = ±a/2 (see the Appendix) 

Q=O, (23) 

Here Xs = 1 - xn is the concentration of the super
conducting phase. If we now substitute the sum of 
the solutions (22) into (23) we get a set of four 
equations for the four unknown constants An. Using 
the fact that the sa{3 are small we can easily solve 
it. We shall, however, not write down the rather 
cumbersome solution in the general case, since the 
immediate vicinity of the resonances (20) is of 
most interest. 

If the current J is close to one of the Jm, then 
cp = Aa/2 is close to CfJm. If tan cp ::::::tanh cp, we 
have then 

X [ ii qJSrxrxT(1+-r2)+[n,;n]zT2] 

( -t ) 2H 
+(F+-F-) T g<p +~·cre-i(j)(-r-i)(F+-F-) 

cos <p Nee 

X ["i <pSrxrx + '\' (srx~nrxn~- ~ Saa J -r]}, 
4 \ 4 ' 

. (f) 4 { .. ( l' - tg Ql) , ' 
Aa,4 =+TAu cos<p -t ~(i) +- ch<p --(1'++1<-) 

2Hcr ± -- · e-qJ (1 + t) 
Nee 

X(F++F-) [iv<p 8:"'-r(-r2 -1)+[n,s~]zT2 J 
T- tg cp 

- (F+-F-) 
ch Ql 

2Hcr + ·Ne~e-(j)(i + -r) (F+- F-) 

X [ivQJ Saa + iv (sa~nrxnB- ~ Saa \ T l11 .. 4 ' 4 ) J 

where 

ix. { i (- } F- = --;,:- Vk~-.AHcrexp - ;:;e J (kB0) dz , 
-a/2 

(24) 

{ iv Her } 
.1WJ = 32h (-r- tg Ql)- --[(<p- -r)saa + 4-rsrxflnanfl] . 

2 Nee 

If, however, tan cp :=::::-tanh cp, we have 

where 

Ao(2)=- 8-r2 
--::c---::--- ( F + - F _), 
~ (2) sh Ql sin <p 

~(2J = 32h{(-r + tg <p) + iVT H cr[Saa.(<p-r- 1) + 4sa.flnan~]lj. 
2 Nee 

Equations ( 22), ( 24), and ( 25) determine the 
field inside the plate in the approximation which is 
linear in the field. The corresponding electrical 
field strength E 1 oscillates along the length of the 
plate and therefore does not contribute to the re
sistance. To evaluate the resistance we must thus 
find the electrical field E2 which is quadratic in 
the wave amplitude. 

This can be done if we include in Eq. (1) terms 
which are quadratic in the deviation from t~e un
perturbed solution. Let the linear and quadratic 
terms in these equations be written on the left and 
right sides of the equation. Solving the equation by 
successive approximations, we drop in first ap
proximation the terms on the right-hand side. All 
quantities in the solution found in this way (E1, H1, 

B1, ... ) depend on x andy through the factor eik · r. 
Proceeding to the second approximation we must 
write the deviation from the unperturbed solution 
in the form E1 + E2, H1 + H2, ... , and on the right
hand side we must retain only terms with E1, H1, 

and so on. Since the terms with E1, H1, ... on the 
left-hand side cancel one another, we obtain for 
E 2, H2, ... a set of inhomogeneous linear equations 
where on the right.:...hand side we have known func
tions which are quadratic in E1, H1, . . . . These 
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functions are sums of terms of which some are 
proportional to exp(±2ik · r) while others do not de
pend at all on x and y. The solution will thus also 
have this property. Since the oscillating terms in 
E2 do not contribute to the resistance it is sufficient 
for us to know the constant parts of the quantities 
E2, H2, •..• To determine those we must retain on 
the right-hand side only those combinations of the 
quadratic quantities which are independent of x 
andy. 

Taking all this into account we get from the 
third of Eqs. (1), where in the present case we can 
neglect the terms with Saf3• 

dHu 1 • ) ::;e --+ 4nN eE21 = --Re (B1 V) H11. ( 26 
dz 2 

When writing down (26) we took into account the 
first of Eqs. (1) according to which B2z = const, 
and const = 0, since Bz must be equal to the ex
ternal field. We note also that by virtue of the sec
ond of Eqs. (1) E2t is a constant vector. 

We now integrate Eq. (26) over z from- a/2 to 
a/2. Since the total current through the plate is 
given, we have 

a/2 

~ (oH2t!oz)dz = 0 
-a/2 

and hence· 
a/2 

E21 = --1--Re I (BI*V)H~tdz 
8nNea J 

-a/2 (27) 

1 a~/2 { dii!t ::Je - - } =----Re 131/--+i-(H~t*k)H~t dz. 
8rrNea dz Her 

-a/2 

The integrand in (27) can conveniently be ex
pressed in terms of the quantities P and Q, since 
we have already found their explicit form. We 
have 

af2 - -

1 1 { kx ( • dP ) kv ( _ • dQ ) E2x= ---- J dz -Re B1z- --Re B1z-
8nN ea k2 dz k2 dz 

-a/2 

::;e kv I --. } -Hkz m(PQ) ' 
cr 

a/2 l'i _ 

1 1 { kx ( • dy: ) kv ( • dP) 
E2y =- BnNea J dz kz Re B1z dz + kZ Re B1z dz 

-a/2 

+: ~: Im(PQ*) }. 
cr 

(28) 

Substituting (22) into (28) and using (24) and (25) 
we get after a simple integration 

E2t = -k-yr3::Je -!8(F+-F-) 12 
nA(Nek)2 ca f,(2) 

(29a) 

if tan <.p ~ -tanh <.p and 

yr4::Je 18(F++F-) 12 
Eu = - k --'------'-

nA(Nek)2ca L',(l) 

X [saa(cp- 't) + 4'tSa~nan~] 
if tan <.p ~tanh <.p. 

(29b) 

Since expressions (29) are appreciably different 
from zero only near resonances, we can for the 
wave part of the resistance which is defined as the 
ratio of the electrical field E2 to the magnitude of 
the current J write after some simple transforma-
tions 

(w) ky (w) 

P.L = kx Prr , 
(30) 

where 

(I) H cr J m [ ( 1 th (jlm ) + 4 th (jlm l f m = ----- Saa - -- --- Sa~nan~ , I Ne I C th2 (jlm (jlm (jlm 

(2) H cr [ ( 1 \ 4 J . r m -. -- J m th (jlm Saa th (jlm - -- I + - SaBnan~ ' 
l~lc ~ ~ 

~' and ~" indicate sums over those values of m for 
which, respectively tan <Pm = tanh <Pm and tan <Pm 
+tanh <Pm = 0. 

We see that there are a large number of reson
ance maxima on the p~j") (J) -curve and that the 
ratio of their width to the distance between neigh
boring maxima is of the order of magnitude of the 
ratio of Saf3 to Nee/Her· We note also that the sign 
of the Hall part of the wave resistance piw) depends 
on the direction of the wave vector k. 

Comparing ( 30) and ( 4) we see easily that the 
ratio of the wave resistance in the maxima to the 
normal resistance is of the order of magnitude of 
(t/a) 2(ka) 2(Nec/saaHcr) 2. Because of the large 
magnitude of the last two factors this ratio may be 
large compared to unity even when !; « a. 

All formulae written down in the foregoing refer 
to the case of a periodic perturbation of the form 
(19). When an arbitrary perturbation is present we 
can expand the displacements !;±(x, y) in a Fourier 
series: 

1 "" . S± = -=- LJ S± (k) e•kr, 
-ys k 

where Sis the area of the plate and where the sum
mation is over the values of the wave vector in the 
plane of the plate. Instead of ( 30) we then get 
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where tim) are the values of the functions t±(kx, ky) 
for kx = (cHcrln-aJ) cpin. We have assumed here 
that the sums and the integrals in (31) converge. 
Otherwise they must be cut off for k ~ 1/d. It is 
clear from (31) that the form of the function p(J) 
depends strongly on the distribution of the pertur
bations over different wavelengths. 

We note finally that for a plate in an inclined 
field the resonance values of the current are deter
mined by the relation 

c(Hc;-:5et2) 2 
lm = C{lm, nl kx laHcr 

(32) 

where :1ft is the component of the external field 
which is tangential to the plate. If :1ft= 0, Eq. (32) 
goes over into (20), as should be the case. 

In conclusion I express my gratitude to Yu. V. 
Sharvin who drew my attention to the problem of 
the Cerenkov radiation of the oscillations of the 
intE;:rmediate state and also to A. A. Abrikosov, 
I. E. Dzyaloshinskil, L. P. Pitaevskil, and I. M. 
Khalatnikov for helpful discussions of this work. 

APPENDIX 

To find the boundary conditions when the per
turbation (19) is present we must start from the 
usual requirement that the normal component of the 
induction and the tangential components of the mag
netic field are continuous at z = ±a/ 2 + t±: 

Hz(e)_ ik\;±Hci~'= Bz- ik\;±Bot, 

H~e) + ik\;±Ho~) = Ht + ik\;±Hoz. 
(A. I) 

Bearing in mind that in the approximation linear 
in ?:±we can write 

Ht ( ± ; + s±) = Hot ( + ; ) + s± d~;t + H~t ( + ; ) 

and similarly for the other quantities we write con
dition (Al) in the form 

H (e) B . (e) 
lz- lz = lk\;±(Hot- Bot), 

(e) dHot . (e) (A .2) 
Hit - H11 = ~s± + 1k\;±(Hoz- Hoz ). 

We have already noted that in the case considered 
by us when J « cHcr the change in the magnetic 
field under the influence of the current is small. 
We can therefore substitute in the right-hand side 
of Eqs. (A2) substitute instead of H0 and B0 their 
values when there is no current. We get then 

(e) (e) • (e) 
Biz = Hiz , H~t = H11 + 1k\;± (Hoz- Hoz ) . (A. 3) 

The field outside the plate, and also at ?:± = 0 satis
fies the relations 

[kH~elJz = 0, H~=' = + ik-1 (kH~e>). 

Substituting here (A3) and bearing in mind that 

H0 z- H~~ =Her- xnHcr = (xsfxn)Hcr (xs is the 
concentration of the superconducting phase) and 
also that in the case of interest to us (ka » 1) the 
inequality P « kBiz holds (as can easily be seen 
from (22)) we get the boundary conditions (23) given 
in the text. 
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